
THE CHRONICLES OF A NEW WORLD                                           13th of November 2020 

CHRONICLE N°6 

Reality : an illusion to which we all ended to believe in 
& 

Psychic energy : an essential component of gravitation 



Subject which creates debate, reality would also be the question which separates the 
individual from his individuality, as yet today within the world, the human being’s 
consciousness is far from being individualized, independent, sovereign, and always 
remains intimately dependent on humanity’s collective egregore in the service of his 
egotistical Self. It is for this reason that, whatever might be said or thought, the current 
ordinary human being’s consciousness, is hardly more advanced than a predator’s one, 
the Beast’s one : his hyperdimensional predator ! 

Despite his high technology, his knowledge and his intelligence, the Homo sapiens 
sapiens, in other words the modern human being, however “ordinary” in his last 
development stage, has finally never progressed beyond animal-like intelligence. 

Severely dependent on the Beast’s system, a sort of matrix which maintains his own 
ignorance, and even if he is persuaded of being aware of his consciousness, the 
contemporary modern human has finally become more and more stupid ! Extrapolated 
stupidity which then expresses itself through the current chaos of his society and his 
civilization’s decline. 

Proof is : the human elite composed of profusely moneyed manipulators, however 
endlessly unhinged and ingenuous like Bill Gates and Elon Musk would be, to quote only 
the most renowned ones and all of their gang of supposedly specialized and super 
intelligent colleagues of the military-industrial complex, we also found them again in 
sponsoring satanist and pedo-criminal networks as well as human being’s slavery’s 
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procedures, at the same time that they were financing the research for humanity’s mental 
programming, the numerical or military technology, the end of times’ renowned “A.I”. 

They are these psychopaths that the ordinary people, covered with a mask on, muzzled 
via propaganda, this means the “co-vidés/co-emptied”, exhausted and terrorized by a 
germ, all as stupid the ones and the others, yet still clapping “daily” ! The current ordinary 
human being’s stupidity has no limit. It has reached ineptness’ climax, because he 
believes, supports and even participates in this matrix-like system, without ever asking 
himself the essential questions which would be : 

- Is the world in which I live real ? 

- Am I fully settled within my life’s “authentic reality”, or am I stuck in a nightmare, 
manipulated in order to believe in what A.I’s modern technology, its algorithms and its 
sciences offers me ? 

- The reality in which I believe, would it not continually offer to me a completely illusory 
world, which moreover disconnects me little by little from my senses, my perceptions and 
my “true and intimate creation” ? 

- Shouldn’t I, before anything else, try to understand how the world functions, what the 
universe is, what timelines and beliefs represent about their subject ? 

- But mostly, shouldn’t I attempt to understand how I have been able to let myself be 
manipulated in this way ? 

The human being has still not understood that in its vibratory nature of lights, of colors, of 
fluids and of sounds, the universe exists such as it really is, however it also contains all of 
the underlying reality matrixes which, them, are more and more supervised within our 3rd 
density via a para-logical intelligence, even all-powerfully artificial which henceforth 
organises the appearances and beliefs within our world. 

The usual definitions refer to reality, such as an ensemble of phenomenons considered as 
existent indeed. They distinguish (or separate) in that case, what is physical, concrete, 
palpable, tangible, objective, of what is imagined, dreamed, fictional, subjective… And 
here is the problem ! 

What is physical or what is not ? What is real or what is not ? 

The concept of “reality” has been integrated in the quantum physics’ language, in order to 
indicate what surrounds us in our world. It would therefore study life’s “real’s 
appearances’” nature and meaning. In other words, what happens in our exterior world. 

However, is this definition correct ? Let’s think a bit ! 

Here is an extract of the “Cassiopaean Experiment” - 5th of October 1994 session 

The idea that the mass affects time is extremely interesting, however we did not 
follow this track further at the time. The Theory of information can also have a 
certain link regarding this, if we can speculate about the fact that more information 
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is added to a system, more this gives to it a sort of mass, or either that information 
is reflected by the mass’ increase. 

If there is anything in this idea, we could think that as a civilization loses its 
intelligence (just like ours has clearly lost it), and becomes immersed within a 
disinformation and lies’ ocean, it loses mass, which could then accelerate the 
temporal cycles, as well as the cataclysmic cycles. We could even ask ourselves if 
the Earth’s magnetic field’s reduction would not be linked to this in a way or 
another./ 

As nature loathes void, we henceforth know that its “physicality” is dependent on the 
density or over the “mass” and that it affects time. However, even the skilled, conditioned, 
and programmed scientists via high studies (this means ordinary individuals who believe 
to be gifted of a superior intelligence) never really worry of knowing what their world, their 
universe, their reality is composed of, and what is times’ “real nature”. 

This scientist does not worry about knowing that the universe establishes itself over an 
ensemble of scales and octaves of vibratory frequencies, which determine the density of 
each dimension in which the soul incarnates itself. 
He often contents himself of what his high studies have taught him, however, he does not 
know that his own reality is according to the environment in which his soul - if he is gifted 
of one -, has chosen to densify ("manufacture") itself  a body. As a consequence, he 
worries even less about what hatches itself inside of his spirit ! 

And why does he hardly worry about it ? 

Because since humanity’s genesis, he contents himself by believing ! He limits himself by 
believing in the so-called proofs that science brings to him. He contents himself by 
believing in everything that he has been told to believe, even if very often, the facts are 
the opposite of reality ! 

The ordinary scientist believes for example in the Covid-19/21 pathology, designed 
through genetic engineering which finally, via its constant mutations, has never become 
more threatening than a common flu virus. Whereas cometary viruses which nearly affect 
all of humanity, about which efforts are being made to keep their existence hidden, are 
carriers of the precious codes of his transformation . 

He also contents himself by believing that the sun is located 150 millions of kilometers far 
from the Earth, because this illusory distance has been “official-lie/officially” set in stone 
by science’s “official liars” : the International Astronomical Union ! 
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Via its logo, the International Astronomical Union, 
would it not also insinuate : 100 years under Universal Artificial Intelligence ? 

This ordinary human even believes in God, because religions have programmed him to 
believe in God or in “the Source”, whereas nothing as such exists in the universe. 

He believes in the news broadcasts’ contents, because he is widely programmed via the 
media in order to believe in it. These medias not worrying much about the objectivity of 
the information which they spread, therefore continue in perpetrating copious nonsense. 
The ordinary individual contents himself by believing ! He believes in what medicine 
dictates him, in what science demonstrates him, in what History tells him. Programmed to 
believe, there is not any possibility of “composing” in another way ! He therefore believes 
in everything that he is told to believe in (or not to believe in). However, in the pain of 
letting himself get called a rebel or a conspiracy-theorist, he finally never can “believe” in 
himself and have faith in his intuition. 

As a consequence, the ordinary human does not understand what intuition is. He does 
not know how to have faith in what he feels, without being tempted to search for proof ! 
Because never ever, no one has ever revealed to him that the ultimate truth being 
subjective, the universe's mysteries only remained accessible through the dispensed 
information within the morphogenetic field, precisely collected or intercepted by this 
renowned “intuition”. (Cf. Chronicle of a New World n°4 : Morphogenesis and 
morphogenetic of the worlds of after) 

The morphogenetic field is the true Knowledge’s well. In french “Connaissance” would be 
the word for Knowledge . “Con-naissance” meaning to be born with the “poise of the 1

Con” or the “feminine’s essence” ; It is only accessible and only becomes objective via 
the the soul's experiment in a world reigned over by gravity. This latter being the vital 
strength which links all of the realities together. 

This Knowledge is therefore not available to everyone, as most people are absolutely not 
interested in gathering the precious knowledge about the laws of gravity, this means the 
ones of the different realities’ functioning “unified-towards-them”  and united within the 2

entire.  

 In the following part, in the english language it is not possible to translate through the language 1

of the birds - goslings, what the author wants to say. Therefore, it must be known that in french, 
the word for “Knowledge” is “Connaissance”, which separated in two via the language of the 
goslings would give “Con-naissance”. “Con” refers to the female sexual organ and would be 
close to the word “cunt” in english, and “naissance” to the word “birth”. However, the word “cunt” 
is too pejorative and used in slang language to be as close to what the author is trying to explain. 
Therefore to be simple, the decoding of the word “Connaissance” would mean to be born with the 
feminine energy’s essence.

 As for the french word “Univers” which gives “Unis-Vers” in the language of the goslings, and 2

therefore translated and decomposed in english language “United-Towards”
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Question to the Angel : 

Therefore, what is intuition ? 
We have asked this question to our interior Angel and here are again answers which 
let’s admit it,  remain somewhat complex to understand. 

We could affirm that intuition is the non perverted understanding of a great part of the 
laws of gravity’s mechanism and implies the knowledge of the law of ONE, of its 
functioning and practical application’s rules. Intuition therefore corresponds to the part of 
your subconscious connected to the morphogenetic field, capable of perceiving your 
reality’s pre-plasma stage before it realizes and densifies itself. 

This stage then corresponds to the achievable or accomplished probabilities on other 
potential lines of your existence. When these probabilities come true, intuition then 
becomes premonition. 

At this stage of matter’s pre-densification, the proto-physical world which surrounds you,  
forms a total of vibratory information, first reaching your interior Self. Then only, these 
information are reflected/densified in your reality through the increase of their mass, by 
the fact that you think about it or put all of your attention’s energy. And as you grant them 
all of your consideration, thanks to the laws of gravitation, they come true ! 

These ensembles of vibratory information can then be deciphered according to their 
frequencies, when you “read” them or see them. They can then be furtively perceived by 
your 3rd density’s ordinary consciousnesses, or read/observed by your more increased 
consciousnesses/intelligences from a 4th density future which, via the energy “produced 
by the observation” - therefore when your psyche grants them a reality -, allows them 
mass and therefore density. 

In other words, when consciousness observes or deciphers its environment, matter 
becomes energy which then becomes perceptible (post-plasma reality). 

The order therefore follows as so : 1. matter - 2. energy - 3. perception of reality (these 
three stages entering within the post-plasma reality) then, - 4. dimensional curtain (which 
substantiates the outline or limit of your bubble of perception). 
And on the other side of this dimensional curtain (4), through a sort of dimensional 
realities’ connection canal, perception (3) reconverts itself into energy (2) which then 
solidifies itself under the form of matter (1) ; this order then defining the pre-plasma reality. 

Within the 3rd density worlds, the dimensional realities’ connection canal is closed by a 
magnetic field’s phenomenon, coming from the human being’s genome’s limitation which 
determines what the individual is allowed to see. 

Therefore, what he sees of his environment depends on what he expects to see. And 
what he expects to see is linked to a genetic programming, naturally inferred via his 3rd 
density’s consciousness’ limitations. However, this limitation is sometimes broken within 
certain dreams which are triggered or guided by the superior densities’ entities whom you 
name your guides. The Knowledge of this psychic science is applied by the aliens for 
example, during abduction phenomenons.  
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Imagine then that you could and wanted to break this connection canal between 
dimensional realities, which are no other than wormholes, you would first have to 
artificially cause a reversed spin electromagnetic field in order to open a door between the 
reality dimensions.  

Afterwards, in order to “see the other side”, your thoughts must be channelised within the 
superior densities by an operator - who could be your own self, this means your 
consciousness in the future -, in order to access to the realities’ connection canal by 
focusing the appropriate psychic energy within this dimensional canal and by “arranging” 
this energy’s electrons in an appropriate frequency’s wave. 

Then, only in this “order” : 1. Matter - 2. Energy - 3. Perception of reality, can be sent 
through the dimensional curtain of your current bubble of perception, in order to balance 
the realities at all levels of density. When these two levels are balanced, you would have 
access to other realities, in other words you would see the truly realised and existing 
probabilities on different temporal lines, this means other plans on which your soul is 
incarnated. 

See the experience of ECK and the Amasutum’s visit within Jenaël’s reality. 
https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/notre-histoire/2-jenaël/ 

However, the renowned change wave which disrupts the current matrix-like reality, 
therefore represents at the the same time, your 3rd density’s ancient world’s post-plasma 
reality within its collective bubble of perception and the 4th density’s new Earth’s pre-
plasma reality, towards which you are carrying yourselves to. Between these two realities 
(past/future), your progress therefore takes this connection canal between dimensional 
realities, as by your work’s intensity, you put all of your energy into it. This connection 
canal is no other than a wormhole, the famous rabbit’s hole of Alice in Wonderland. 



This also means that by not taking the trouble of searching for Knowledge, your 
contemporary civilization remains immersed in a disinformation and lies’ ocean. It 
therefore loses energy and in some sort of way, loses mass. In other words, it lets all of 
the imaginative energy which should come from its own thoughts get lost or spread and 
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which, by reversing its spin (the imaginative energy’s spin), would allow it to densify “its 
own reality” ! Reality which the civilization should have imagined in order to invent it and 
then “densify” it, in order for the new reality to become true. 

This human psychic energy’s loss, this means the attention (inventive intention) which  
should be carried over his living environment, has generated the fact that its biotope’s 
mass has started to shade itself off, progressively weakening the ancient Earth’s magnetic 
field, however also accelerating the temporal cycles accompanied with their renowned 
end of the times’ cataclysms. 

Humanity persisting in nourishing itself of fake and misleading propagandas, a negativity’s 
growing mass of “negativity”, of “nothing”, in other words of empty or void-like resonance 
frequencies, generates this disequilibrium, inevitably calling for these terrestrial changes. 
This more and more important mass of cataclysms, linked to these lies and to 
disinformation, shortens the ordinary human being’s life cycles. 

These lies of which the human beings feed themselves, therefore call for terrestrial 
changes, as they urge new frequencies of consciousness offered by new mind-thought-
forms. Driven by the cometary viruses carrying genetic codes coming from the future, 
these new mind-thought-forms then give the choice to raise the human being’s 
consciousness or to let him perish. 

In matter’s pre-densification stage, the resonance frequency then becomes the first 
indicator which warns you when something is not coherent with the law of ONE, or quite 
simply, not in agreement with objective reality’s consciousness ; in other words, when an 
information which reaches your consciousness is not truth ! And when it is not in harmony 
with the interior frequency of your world creator’s “psychic gifts”, this frequency 
immediately warns you through your senses, often without being able to justify that 
something is “wrong”, is not right or not real in the information which you receive, or on 
the contrary sounds accurate, right or true. 

Recognize this vibratory signature, either of truth or of lie, therefore requires an alignment, 
an interior self-confidence which only the experience and the constant practice (or 
alchemy) teach.  

It is in this way that the experience, the ex-perish-in-oneself : the past or the ancient 
deceased “self”, corresponds in some sort of way to your ancient world’s post-plasma 
stage. Whereas the “inter-rieur”  Self, the “rieur/laughing-joyful” Self, is this inventive and 3

amused Self who in the future, already liberated from his memories of the past, has 
become the one who guides you towards your new reality. For the alchemists who have 
rediscovered the imaginative alchemical language coming from the Emesa (the female 
Amasutums’ matrix-like language), this syllabary would be at the origin of all of the 
languages of the world. As the decomposed, then recomposed syllables, such as they are 
in this small paragraph, very often reveal a hidden meaning to most of the modern 
language’s words and expressions, as it is about using a lot of imagination in order to 
“master” it. 
https://fargin.wordpress.com/2011/06/19/la-langue-matrice-des-origines/ 

 In french “intérieur” can be decomposed as “inter-rieur” in the language of the goslings. “Inter” 3

for the word “internal”, and “rieur” for the word “laughing” in English, which would therefore mean 
that  the interior self is our true being, the one who is happy, joyful and full of life !
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The ultimate truth would therefore hide itself within the words’ hidden meaning, which 
finally would only reveal that despite all of its best willpower, the ordinary human 
irremediably and despite himself lives within an illusion and lies’ battering : the well-
known road to hell which is paved with good intentions. 

Which obviously is not real anymore, as you notice it today ! This truth that alchemists 
such as Fulcanelli and Plato also had tried to reveal during their era, makes that the 
ordinary individual unconsciously shuts himself away in a mental imprisonment 
which deludes him constantly. This is because it has been led to him to believe that it 
must be believed what the “authority” tells him to believe in.




“There is nothing more dangerous than to teach children that the ones 
    who possess the authority know what is right.”  

Ordinarily, what you are to believe in, starts with education at school. The national 
education represents this authority “par excellence” which drives to the progressive 
revocation of the individual’s soul’s sovereignty.  

The obligatory education discreetly named “public or national”, a nation’s programming 
system applied to all of its citizens, progressively destroys the individual soul’s ethics 
bubble, this means his own values and truths. As everything that you learn during your 
school, then university and professional curriculum, only has the objective to divert your 
spirit from truth ! 

From the beginning of the soul’s development in its new incarnation, this reprogramming 
determines within the child’s body, within his cellular memories and his genome, a real 
remodeling of genetics.  

This “matrix-like reorganization” which little by little destroys the soul’s imaginative and 
deep nature, generates the consequence that the human being’s spirit hands his 
sovereignty over little by little to this “education programme”, whilst the individual’s 
intimate intuition, corrupted via programming, diverted, then transformed into beliefs, 
diminishes itself. He then strongly shuts himself away in his psyche’s prison. As a 
consequence, the illusion created in this way will never ever give him any exit door 
possible ! 
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And if he does not make the effort of making his consciousness and his intelligence grow 
or raise, by searching for Knowledge - like a Christ knows how to do it -, in other words in 
rolling out his interior light in order to illuminate the 3rd density of reality’s exit door 
himself, he will never be able to open the door of his prison and offer himself his own 
liberation ! The ultimate truth is that while knowing that mysteries are subjective, the 
reality which he believes in, is such a powerful lie, that it is usually only lifted after death ; 
and yet, this depends on the circumstances ! And to think that transdimensional 
programming would not be as important as that, therefore remains the sweetest of all 
illusions.


Question to the Angel : 

In the end, what is reality ? Is life on Earth real ? Is reality the truth ? How can we 
know that an experience which we endure is true or real ? How can it be known if 
the interpretation which we have of reality, is not an illusion ? 

If you knew that everyone arranges “his reality” gradually along “his own experience”, 
your questioning would more or less be without importance. However you must know that 
everyone faces in his own way, the events which he attracts into his life. And he answers 
to it in the way of which he perceives, then interprets what the circumstances present 
him. 

The essential is therefore not that much of knowing if the experience is true or real, but to 
understand that everyone considers it as concrete for him/her, because it corresponds to 
the signal transcribed in the morphogenetic field, decrypted or read by the individual. 

If you were deeply aware that you endure an experience in the ultimate goal of helping 
yourselves to overtake your primitive and current condition of pious believers, every time 
that you observe a reject reaction in a particular context or in the presence of a person, 
your work is to discover what since then, determines your emotional charge of the 
moment. You should discover it, in order to reach a serenity and confidence state, 
enlightened of constant frequencies of joy and enthusiasm, this means your true nature 
which is not programmable. 

Therefore question yourselves in this way : do you experiment your everyday life as a 
fatalistic and powerless victim of an alter ego, or do you live it as a creator of the 
experience, happy and satisfied to learn from it, whatever the situation ? 
Your real work is therefore not about pushing or throwing your responsibilities back to 
someone else in order to escape from yours in these uncomfortable moments, but to 
become aware of it with detachment and if possible, to put them on the table, to express 
them ! 

And in order to transform your angers, these embarrassing “emotional releases”, into 
more constructive, creative, positive or beneficial resonance frequencies, recordable in 
the new humanity’s new morphogenetic field, you must learn how to take the advantage 
of their opportunities, in order to liberate yourselves from their emotional charge in 
resonance, in order to initiate yourselves in “modeling your new reality”. 
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You must “work” towards this before wanting to cross the steps towards your next 
evolution stage, this means by acquiring and cultivating your 4th density’s consciousness’ 
sprout. Density in which the human being raises himself in becoming aware of building or 
modeling the pre-plasma substance, before it become a densified reality in his/her own 
present. 

The fact remains that ordinary people are far from being able to accept this work, as the 
“public opinion” determines reality as something which is definite, measurable, 
quantifiable, palpable, visible, hearable… , but never as a feasible probability, becoming 
reality when the soul takes action. This skimpy conception of reality corresponds quite 
simply to the 3rd density’s worlds of consciousness’ belief system, but it is still far from 
defining what is all of reality ! 

This being said, in your world, a consensus admits the existence of different 
consciousness states likely to define a reality. It accepts as real, the awakening state, the 
meditation or deep relaxation state, the sleeping state, including dreams. However all of 
the other consciousness expertises or capacities, capable of perceiving or reading other 
plans of reality, are rejected by this same consensus, quite simply because they can not 
be measured, quantified, proved or quite simply because they seem “incredible” and 
“impossible”. 

So, do you really believe that reality can only be defined by an ensemble of human beliefs 
and perceptions ? Even if no one can yet prove it, reality embraces much more than that ! 

For the moment, scientific knowledge barely accepts that reality is infinite and 
multidimensional. There therefore exists a sort of agreement between the human beings, 
which establishes what is possible and what is not, or which defines the realities 
considered as normal and those which are not accepted, because they remain 
misunderstood. 

However, thanks to science, you now know that the brain is incapable of discerning an 
image or an information’s real origin ; in other words, if you really see something or if you 
imagine it, if you hear it or if you think you have heard it…  

The final interpretation is quite simply that you perceive this thing, because its image or 
this information draws itself in your perception field, or “surfaces” as a hologram in your 
consciousness center. 

What you then have to understand is that reality creates itself starting from real, virtual or 
imagined signals which you let reach to the brain and that your reactions facing these 
signals are only based on perceptions or information. 

You could therefore deduce that each individual’s reality verifies itself according to his 
own perception, which is nearly subjective or virtual, however which is not what truly 
exists.  

This is why we talk about the necessity of choosing your thoughts and to let 
yourselves get crossed over by emotions without holding on to them. As it is these 
latter ones which determine your spirit’s vibratory frequencies and which give 
consistency to your own reality. (We had launched the subject in the previous 
chronicle.) 
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It is in this way that you attract to you “good or bad” situations, with which you are in 
perfect resonance. If there is no resistance to assume and cross them over, then only will 
you naturally feel in harmony with your own selves. It is therefore by reaching these non-
resistance stages that you are going to be able to start to change “your reality”. 

This also applies to your planet. After having been isolated during a very long period of 
time and thanks to the work that you and others produce as a network for its vibratory 
frequency’s elevation, your planet will be connected again to the “real universal structure”.


Question to the Angel :  

On the topic of the planetary reality and like these words’ semantics and their 
alchemical language would let it be understood (the plan/ether, the sol/air system  4

and the uni/verse ), the human beliefs over this subject would distort other realities. 5

About this subject, we suspect that something does not run smoothly, such as they 
are described by astronomy and space’s official sciences. 
Had the physicist Giuliana Conforto, come nearer to the subject with her theory 
“Baby Sun” ? How do things stand in the end ? 

It is as useless and dangerous to “see” falsehood everywhere, than not seeing it 
anywhere ! Knowing that since the dawn of time, the human being possesses a falsified 
vision of the universe in which he lives, you can henceforth leave the conspiracy-theory 
astrophysicist support those who look for in manipulating humanity, as they will pay for it 
dearly. 

Nevertheless, understand that the ordinary human lives and evolves in 3rd density, within 
a random succession of portions of the total reality. This series of space-time fragments is 
called Copernicus illusion, in which the chronos time, this means time’s linear passing, 
such as you perceive it within your reality, creates this “appearance” proper to the 3rd 
density. 

This being said, at a very high secret level of military classification and thanks to the STS 
aliens, some individuals have become aware of certain realities about the 4th density and 
mostly possess some technologies in order to have access to it. It is in this way that truth 
over the subject regarding your universe’s structure, has been classified as top secret by 
the military-industrial complex which since recently, has raised itself to the rank of 
pretender in “wanting to control the interplanetary space”. Evil will have taken over him !


The airmen army and space’s military-industrial complex henceforth develops itself for 
“good-bad” reasons : technological climbing ! As simulating to keep the military secrets 
unspoiled (the status quo in times of peace) becomes a profitable military affair, whereas 
preserving peace as it is, is absolutely not. Soon, certain shutters of these military secrets 

 The word “sol” means “ground” in french4

 The word “uni” means “united”  and “vers”  means “towards”  5
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regarding your universe, will be raised. It will then be about inventing some new ones, or 
to pretend in covering up others. 

For example, astronomical amounts of money (in the range of billions and billions) have 
been invested in arsenal and weaponry’s race, such as the construction of submarines 
which, transformed into anti-gravitational spaceships, not only are they capable of 
travelling within space, but also to travel within time. 
 

A lot of this money has also been invested in the research over the individuals’ 
“teleportation” technologies over other planets. As obviously, these technologies already 
function since the 1940’s, given that they have been handed over to the elites by the 
aliens. And they are up and running, as the STS secret military corpus travels space by 
means of these “anti-gravitational submarines” or either, travel within time with the 
teleportation technologies coming from the Montauk experiences. 
Cf. The Notebook with our Angel n°8 + 9 
https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/cahier-8-imaginer-le-nouveau-monde-de-silice/ 
https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/cahier-9-miroir-mon-beau-miroir-dis-moi-pourquoi-
montauk-et-le-cube-d-orion/ 

Gifted of a conscience capable of understanding certain 4th density laws and by her 
imagination and her determination as a Knowledge seeker, Giuliana Conforto has 
therefore indeed come close to certain truths according to your solar system’s reality. 

Just like Giordano Bruno in his time, she also claims that a unique potency which she 
calls Love, unites and creates an endless amount of worlds. This Love is quite simply 
synonymous to the gravitation’s magnetic strength. And even though spectacular 
progresses have been realized in sciences, physics, or your world’s technologies, this 
“magnetic love” has not been able to be strong enough in order to overcome the 
scourges which are the frauds, the pandemics, hungers, wars, the individual’s exploiting 
and all of the poverties grieving humanity and which are specifically linked to 3rd density 
(environment designed for spirits with a dual-like consciousness). 

These technologies and sciences have not been able either to solve the biggest current 
problems of your scientific world, that is to say gravitation, its measures, its laws… This is 
because in spite of their impressive intellectual luggages, your great scientists, by dint of 
being taught by blind people, have also become blind, submitted to a limited and 
programmed consciousness by the matrix illusion. 

It is in this way that science has been used however not for humanity's evolution, but to 
make war and to destroy. Scientists have lost their ethical codes and their path for money. 
Corrupted, they will also have to pay top dollar for it. Even over a very high level, 
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scientists’ consciousness therefore remains like the one of every 3rd density human 
being, reaching his limit because of the terrestrial magnetosphere : a psychic matrix 
which delimits a sort of “gravitational” bubble inherent to the human being’s thought.  

Because of the electromagnetic fields ejected by the sun, these “gravitational bubbles” 
imprison you in a psychic prison which is not empty and transparent, such as you might 
think. For example, concerning vision’s sense, this “visual” limitation of the reality which 
surrounds you, is indeed demarcated at 360° by the horizon. And at the extreme external 
limit of the reality which you perceive as a group and a terrestrial civilization, this limitation 
is materialized by the Van Allen belts which confine humanity’s consciousness of 3rd 
density, within a gigantic perception bubble delimitated by its supersonic and dense 
plasma strips. 

These different successive bubbles then contain a large number of plasma forms, pre-
plasma and post-plasma which, such as cells, contain their own structure and their 
numerous extra-dimensions. These inferior or superior densities’ frequencies are in 
function of the observers who observe or experiment them, or quite simply the 
consciousness who inhabits them. 

Each dimension therefore possesses its own rotation and spin, each with its time’s 
proceedings’ specific feature which runs, either towards the already passed future (an 
already inscribed temporal line), or towards a new future’s potential or true future (a 
temporal line under construction). It is in this way that the interior movements to this 
magnetosphere, simultaneously sweeping the future and past’s dimensions, create the 
present. 

Space therefore presents itself in some sort of way, such as a mirrors’ room reflecting 
infinite images of the same body. It therefore does not compose itself of a single, but of 
billions of galaxies which, such as sand grains on a beach, each and one of them 
imagining its own future, only are an infinity of images, unlimited possibilities of one and 
only present.


Your universe is also a free-will system, in which times’ proceedings is not strictly a linear 
phenomenon. This then means that the future is open for each individual, from the 
moment where he stops to stay grabbed to the matrix established by the scientific corpus 
because of his irrational and naive beliefs. Which also amounts to saying that considering 
the only visible aspect of things is about an evident stupidity, as you observe a falsified 
reality simply composed of a series of images. 

Within the 4th density worlds, the astronomical distances in light-years therefore do not 
mean anything anymore ! The Copernicus revolution will then prove to be a gigantic 
optical and psychic illusion, because of the beliefs which have been instilled in humanity 
and of the inserted programming into the genome by the (STS) Service to the Self 
operators. The true astronomical language is composed of sounds, shapes and incredible 
lights, energy’s expressions which are not even possible for you to imagine. 

Let’s simply take the example of the Moon’s orbit which, surprise surprise just by 
accident, does not obey to Newton’s gravitation law, as according to Aristotle, Plutarch, 
Apollonius and the Bible, its image appeared to the humans’ eyes, suddenly, from a day 
to another, with no precursory sign of its approach.
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This would therefore mean that the true Moon - which is a piece of Earth’s original surface 
detached from it because of the gravitational disruptions caused by the comets’ passing 
-, has remained invisible during three billions of years approximately, as it had remained 
to wander within a no time pre-plasma region, deprived of the solar magnetic field.


Therefore, having suddenly emerged in the firmament, the Moon’s true image, would then 
confirm that in this mirrors’ room, in other words the communal perception bubble to the 
human being’s consciousness, something has changed from one day to another. Coming 
from a plasma field originating from 4th density, the Moon has therefore become reality in 
3rd density, as it has been projected at the same time by the past and future’s 
consciousness of a certain group of individuals. 
 

This also means that gravitation is the reality’s cement observed by an egregore of 
superior human consciousness, located on another reality plan. 

This reality is quite simply an image (for example in the case of the lunar image which 
interests us) which materializes itself by “imagination” on the walls of your psychic 
limitations (the psychic perception’s borders, delimitated and materialized by the plasma 
strips). 

The Moon which you see every night, therefore is just an image of itself coming from the 
superior densities, which reflects itself in the Van Allen “plasma” zones. 

Which also indicates that the mirrors’ movement, in other words the universal flood, the 
Atlantis civilization’s disappearance, the end of times’ changes, and even the dinosaurs’ 
extinction has well and truly been caused by humanity’s global consciousness’ increase 
of a 3rd density future, which had slipped towards a much sharper consciousness of the 
reality. 

The close end of humanity is therefore not a disaster for everyone, as it is naturally 
caused by the natural and spontaneous crescendo of its consciousness frequency. 

Will be preserved from the end of times’ tribulations, all of those who will have managed 
to modify their environments’ electrical charge’s polarity, thanks to the work on their own 
consciousness. As the fact of assembling, then divulging information which reveals truth, 
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reduces, even cancels waves’ personal attraction with a negative polarity, such as 
illnesses, accidents, disasters or personal difficulties, therefore generating and creating a 
different paradigm of the one still currently in progress in the ancient 3rd density. Which 
means that the gravity’s waves are a property of a different paradigm, the one of the new 
reality which you are currently building. 

To tell the truth, the resonance’s frequency and the energy’s increase first produces a 
stimulation, a densification, then an increase of the black matter’s matrix neo-substance’s 
mass, in a universe recently shaped by the future’s 6th density humanity’s global 
consciousness, therefore becoming its creator within “its Creation”. 

In a similar way, the future humanity’s “subconscious” egregore who already had in mind 
in its imaginary world the 4th density’s lunar reality (truth) and who expressed it at some 
point, then materialized and densified it within a 3rd density, made it become its current 
reality. 

It is therefore through this way that the infinite potentials’ universe (the black energy) 
expresses these new possibilities and densifies them (becoming black matter), thanks to 
its occupier’s consciousness’ increase. And it is this matrix-like substance, black matter 
or antimatter presenting the past/future memories, which is the eternal partner of 
densified matter : the present. Therefore, this latter is also the one which arises and dies 
in endless cycles. It comes from this black substance which is truth/reality’s manifestation 
; in the way that, unveiled and revealed by light, all of the “hidden” things become truth. 

Therefore, if humanity’s fall has been fast, it is because gravitation has changed quite 
quickly, thanks to the consciousness expansion of certain groups of individuals. Your 
space-time perception has therefore modified itself and your “present” has suddenly 
changed of temporal line, causing this hyperkinetic sensation that everything is going 
faster and faster ! 
And because the 4th density’s gravity has increased itself, tiredness and all of your loss of 
balance or verticality symptoms, have also intensified themselves. However, it is also 
because the 3rd density chronos time has slowed itself down, that the one of opportunity, 
of magic, has accelerated itself. This also means, even if you still can not be aware of it, 
that the physical and etheric bodies which start to densify themselves in 4th density, have 
become smaller in order to adapt themselves to your neo-reality’s configuration, straight 
out from humanity’s new consciousness’ imagination. 

The vertigo and loss of balance symptoms are therefore simply due to the individual’s 
gravity center’s modification and to his consciousness centre’s migration towards 
superior plans. It is also why your ancient world’s reality has less and less influence over 
your psyche, however the magnetic illusion yet being too strong for the moment, this 
reality will erase itself little by little from the memories linked to the 3rd density’s 
consciousness plans. 

Within this 3rd density, knowledge unfolded itself within a three dimensions space, 
however the human being was programmed to ignore the others, which in reality, were 
only detours in his way of thinking. These dimensions were this imaginary world which he 
did not pay enough attention about. 

The ordinary human believed and still naively believes in an empty galactic space, 
occupied by densified and material planets, whereas it is not always the case. He also 
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always ignores the instant energetic link (electric and magnetic) between the sun, the 
planets and his psyche. He believes in the planetary climatic change caused by human 
activity, however ignores that all of the solar system modifies itself in energy and in 
“appearances”. 

The ordinary human is ignorant of the solar electromagnetic light’s true force, and has 
especially no idea of the intelligence’s nature which governs it. He believes that the sun is 
a distant source of energy, located at 150 millions of km of the Earth, however he ignores 
that the day star represents the intelligent magnetic strength which refolds and unfolds 
the proteins in his genes. Finally, he ignores that he evolves within a matrix-school, in 
order to understand how to recognize the power of emotions, which causes the energy’s 
movement and of which gravity becomes the binder. 

As it is thanks to the gravity change that everything will open itself to truth, everything will 
unveil itself. Reality will finally reveal itself to the consciousness of those who will have 
prepared themselves to see it, as gravity is the vital strength which links all of the realities 
in the One : the present of your new times’ line. 

For most scientists, gravity is a permanent feature, whereas it is controlled and regulated 
by the gravitational waves which, at the same time are psychic waves (the power of 
imagination) and electromagnetic waves. 

In reality, gravity is stronger at certain places than others. These gravitational anomalies 
depend on matter’s total mass under your feet, which is according to the terrestrial coat’s 
thickness and its material’s density, but also to the individual’s psychic energy’s polarity 
and strength who precisely tread its ground at different places of the planet. Finally, the 
gravitational attraction is caused and encouraged by the electromagnetic impulses which, 
you understand it now, are at the same time coming from psychic and magnetic origin.


So, on the contrary to the mechanistic scientists who reject the free-will’s reality, this 
means the “polarisation” of the human being’s consciousness and of his “ethical genes”, 
the human of the future will have to entirely take his “polarity” upon himself/herself. 

Indeed, free-will establishes an essential part of your new reality’s choice’s strength, as 
fundamentally, all of you make choices. And your choices made under certain conditions 
(in faith, joy, imagination and creativity) will be able to change the future’s flow. 

This also means that time is not a sort of unchanging line, just like a film’s reel which 
unwinds itself until its term. Instead of this, at any moment, on the basis of the 
consciousness unities’ collective choices which compose the “All”, future can orientate 
itself in a way or another and can more or less affect or magnetize positively the place 
where you are, thanks to your psychic energy. 

It must then be understood, that if the majority of people act in a regular and predictable 
way and that few new choices come into play - in other words that they are not 
imaginative -, their future can definitely be predicted. However when for certain, important 
choices which affect their futures are made, they will enter in a new temporal chronology 
which only existed beforehand as a nebula probability amongst billions of others. 

In order for black matter to transform itself into plasma before conceiving your new reality, 
it therefore has to have a new energy supply, this means new information given by 
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Knowledge. This energy engages the gravitation which is therefore at the same time 
magnetic and psychic. 

Finally, all of what you have learnt during your life curriculum had an occult objective : 
driving your spirit away from truth, by diverting it from Knowledge. However when the 
“astonishing” reality of the universe will enter the human being’s consciousness’ 
resistances, this Knowledge will set the intense fire of truth. 

Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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